California Recall

• News reliability
  – Evidently low

• Election modulus
  – Still smaller than Montana!

• Issue number

• Outcome number

• Remaining open question?

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{hours of "news"} & = \frac{\text{hours that news programs are broadcast}}{	ext{number of candidates}} \\
\text{number of women accusing Arnold} & = \frac{\text{number of new entitlements passed in Sacramento}}{	ext{number of voters}} \\
\text{Arnold's neck size} & = \frac{\text{Bill O'Reilly's Ego}}{	ext{Davis's neck size}} \\
\text{Bill O'Reilly's Ego} & = \frac{\text{Rush Limbaugh's "appetite"}}{	ext{Davis's neck size}}
\end{align*}
\]